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Abstract. We demonstrate a real-time method of measuring the
vibrational Raman spectrum of whole blood. Using a novel coherent
Raman technique, we record the vibrational spectrum of the red
blood cells from picoliters in blood in milliseconds. This method will
allow real-time in vivo blood monitoring. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2978064�
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Optical spectroscopy as a method of monitoring blood ana-
ytes is an attractive alternative to traditional chemical assays.
here are several recognized drawbacks, however; interfering
ignals from different analytes, background noise, for in-
tance, has precluded the implementation in the medical prac-
ice.

The most popular technique, fluorescence spectroscopy, re-
ies on markers for efficient detection of analytes and uses
ptical filters to control the spectra of excitation and emission
f light.

Raman spectroscopy, on the other hand, has evolved into a
exible and sophisticated technology that is sensitive to scat-

ering of light by molecular vibrations in real time. Becaue
olecular vibrations are quite sensitive to composition, de-

ailed molecular information can be extracted. A common
echnique for molecular identification, Raman spectroscopy
as been extensively used in chemistry, physics, biology,
edicine, etc., for the last century. On the basis of inelastic

cattering of photons off molecular vibrations, the Raman ef-
ect is very well suited for chemical recognition and is espe-
ially useful in biology.1

However, because of the low conversion efficiency of
ump photons into Stokes-shifted photons, spontaneous Ra-
an measurements are time consuming and often difficult to

eparate from associated broadband fluorescence. This often
rohibits real-time identification of molecular vibrations. Co-
erent Raman spectroscopy, on the other hand, shows much
igher conversion efficiencies. Since its first demonstration by
erhune2 and Maker and Terhune,3 coherent anti-Stokes Ra-
an scattering �CARS� has proved to be a powerful spectro-

copic technique of probing Raman active resonances in
ases, liquids, and solids. In CARS, one coherently excites
he vibrational levels using two beams, a pump beam and a
tokes shifted beam, which greatly enhance the probability of
aman scattering for a probe beam.4,5
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Figure 1 shows, schematically, the difference between
spontaneous and coherent Raman: If only the probe beam
��3� is sent to the sample �case A�, we can record the spon-
taneous Raman spectrum as the difference between the input
probe beam and the detected Stokes-shifted beam.

The Stokes shifts correspond to the ground-state vibra-
tional modes that are excited �the difference between levels
�b� and �c��. However, we can drive the vibrational modes of
the molecule by sending the pump ��1� and Stokes ��2�
beams just before sending the probe beam. In this way, we
coherently excite the ground-state vibrations �for example the
�b� and �c� levels shown here� and can detect the coherent
Stokes Raman scattering �CSRS� signal to level �b� when
probing �c� �case B�, or the CARS signal to level �c� when
probing �b� �case C�.

If spontaneous Raman suffers from low signals and large
undesired backgrounds, such as fluorescence, CARS has its
own drawbacks, most notably the nonresonant four-wave
mixing electronic contributions either from solvents, sub-
strates, or other modes of the target molecule. Depending on
the particulars of a specific experiment, one can make a deci-
sion about which method is appropriate.6–8 In spontaneous
Raman measurements �case A of Fig. 1�, one is limited to
signal processing and data analysis when one tries to recover
the vibrational features from a strong fluorescence back-
ground signal. In CARS measurements �case C of Fig. 1�,
there are several ways to deal with the background: using
polarization sensitive, interferometric, heterodyne, or time-
resolved techniques. All these techniques are aimed at in-
creasing the ratio between the resonant CARS signal and the
nonresonant background noise. Using several of these tech-
niques, CARS has been successfully used for chemically se-
lective microscopic biological imaging.9–13

Time-resolved CARS is a very sensitive technique for in-
vestigating molecular vibrations and also has the advantage of
measuring another parameter: decoherence time, or the life-
time of the coherent molecular vibrations. Moreover, when
more than one vibrational level is present �which is the case in
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ost molecular systems, including all the blood components�,
uantum beats will appear between different vibrational
odes. For example, we have shown that a time-resolved
ARS measurement can easily distinguish between two very

imilar molecules: 2,6 pyridinedicarboxylic acid and 3,5 py-
idinedicarboxylic acid.14 Although the chemical composition
s the same, the vibrational levels in the fingerprint region
round 1400 cm−1 have slightly �10 cm−1� different separa-
ion, leading to different quantum beat frequencies in the
ime-resolved CARS signals. The small 10-cm−1 shift of the
ibrational energies for the respective modes �and, hence,
hifts in the Raman spectra� is exactly the shift recently re-
orted between Raman lines of oxygenated and deoxygenated
ed blood cells.15,16

Broadband �or multiplex� CARS uses a combination of
roadband and narrowband laser pulses to excite a wide spec-
ral region of vibrational modes, while still having a good
pectral resolution in order to resolve each individual Raman
ode. If the time-resolved CARS provides for high-

ensitivity measurements and can measure the decoherence
imes for the vibrational levels, the broadband CARS provides
he spectral information about the vibrational modes. In par-
icular, coherent Raman using properly shaped and timed
ulses has been proposed for molecular identification of cer-
ain biological samples.5 A recently demonstrated technique
ombines the temporal and spectral resolution of these two
pproaches,17–19 allowing for identification of chemical fin-
erprints in real time.20,21

In the quest for real-time blood analysis, Raman spectros-
opy has been proven to reveal the vibrational lines of red
lood cells,15,16 unprocessed whole blood,22,23 while multiplex
ARS has been demonstrated in hemoglobin.24 Whole blood

s a fluidized gel in an aqueous plasma solution. The cell
atter makes up to 46% of the volume in human blood and

onsists primarily of �98% red blood cells or erythrocytes,
hite blood cells, or leukocytes, and platelets ��3% �.

Here we report on CARS measurements performed in real
ime on whole blood and demonstrate that we can identify the
aman lines associated with the red blood cells in millisec-
nds from picoliters of unprocessed blood, without the need
f data processing.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The laser
ource is a Spectra-Physics amplified femtosecond system,
hich delivers 100 femtosecond pulses at 800 nm with 1 kHz

epetition rate. Part of the laser output is used to pump an
ptical parametric amplifier, which generates signal and idler
ulses with their frequency tunable in the near infrared. The
etection system is comprised of an Acton 0.5-m spectrom-

ig. 1 Schematic of �A� spontaneous Raman, �B� CSRS, and �C� CARS.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 054004-
eter and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD camera from Princeton
Instruments �1340�400 pixels�.

In order to excite the ground-state vibrational levels in the
midinfrared fingerprint region, we tune the signal and idler to
be centered at 1.44 and 1.81 �m for the pump and Stokes
beams, respectively. The signal and idler beams are perpen-
dicularly polarized, collinear, and temporally overlapped. The
broadband pump and Stokes pulses ensure a broad excitation
of the vibrational lines between 1000 and 1700 cm−1. For the
probe pulse, we send the other part of the amplified broad-
band near-infrared pulses through a pulse shaper. The pulse
shaper spatially separates the frequency components of the
pulse before recombining them. Using a slit, as shown in Fig.
2, we select a narrow pulse ����10 cm−1, providing our
spectral resolution� at 802 nm, corresponding to an �2 ps
pulsewidth. The probe pulse is time delayed 1 ps from the
pump and Stokes pulses in order to ensure a good resonant
�CARS� signal in the presence of a reduced nonresonant back-
ground resulting from the four-wave mixing signal generated
by the three beams. The 1-ps delay is limited by the fast
vibrational decoherence of the molecules. The energies deliv-
ered to the sample are 4 �J /pulse for the pump and Stokes
beams, and 1 �J /pulse for the probe beam. The total average
power ��10 mW� is comparable to the powers used in the
literature for Raman investigation of blood, which range from
2 to 50 mW,15,16,22–24 and is low enough to ensure no damage
due to laser exposure while acquiring spectra.

Using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2, we have
recorded spectra from a drop of whole blood �a few microli-
ters� placed in a 100-µm cell. With a probe beam of 40 �m,
we estimate the volume of blood investigated to be 1250 µm3

�or 125 pL�. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The CARS
spectra shown on the top of Fig. 3 are two separate raw data
recorded by our spectrometer in 100 ms from 150 pL of
blood. The two curves are not averaged; they are taken from
different spots on the cell. Hence, they show the repeatability

Fig. 2 Experimental CARS setup for measuring coherent Raman spec-
trum in whole blood in real time.
September/October 2008 � Vol. 13�5�2
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f the spectra. The lower spectra show the vibrational lines
btained after extracting the modest nonresonant background.
ecause the CARS spectra are usually dominated by a non-

esonant broadband background, retrieval of the spontaneous
aman spectrum, in general, requires the extraction of the

maginary part of the third-order susceptibility from the com-
lex signal aquired.25,26 However, by delaying the probe pulse
nd reducing the broadband contribution, the simple subtrac-
ion can yield lines with minimal dispersive shape, such as the
ower curves shown in Fig. 3. Given our spectral resolution of
0 cm−1, this method gives us enough accuracy, while allow-
ng for fast, real-time data processing. The vibrational modes
hat clearly identify the oxygenated blood are in very good
greement with recently published data.15,16,22–24 We note that,
hile preserving the wavelengths for the Raman lines, the

elative intensities in our CARS spectra differ from the spon-
aneous Raman spectra. This is because the magnitude of the
ARS signals is given by the spectral shape of the pump and
tokes pulses. This apparent disadvantage of CARS becomes
ery useful if one is interested in selectively exciting vibra-
ional lines. The real advantage of coherent pumping, how-
ver, is the magnitude of the signals measured, which allows
or very short acquisition times. In our experiments, there was
o need for microscopy setups, isolation of red blood cells,
hemical preparation, and long integration times necessary for
pontaneous Raman experiments. For example, Wood and

cNaughton15 obtained Raman spectra from red blood cells
n 100 s; Ward et al.22 reported resonance Raman spectra of
lood in 30 s; and Enejder et al.23 demonstrated unprocessed
lood spectra recorded in 300 s. Using a CARS setup, Rinia
t al.24 reported 1-s acquisition times for recording hemoglo-
in spectra. In our case, using the coherent enhancement with
ackground subtraction provided by our CARS setup, we are
ble to obtain the vibrational information on the millisecond
ime scale from unprocessed blood, using laser beams focused
o �40 �m, and detecting the signal �1 m from the sample.
ll these results suggest CARS as a very appealing technique

or real-time in vivo blood monitoring.
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ig. 3 CARS spectra obtained in 100 ms from oxygenated blood
robed at 800 nm shown as raw data �top curves� and after subtrac-
ion of the nonresonant background �lower curves�.
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In the following, we list a few of the advantages of CARS
over spontaneous Raman in the present experiment and envi-
sioned extensions:

1. A very strong enhancement in the measured signal. We
have recently obtained �in the same configuration as the blood
sample measured in Fig. 3� an enhancement of nine orders of
magnitude in CARS versus spontaneous Raman signal in
benzene.27

2. Unlike the Raman scattering signal, the CARS signal is
directional, which makes detection easier and more efficient,
especially at range.

3. Femtosecond time-delayed CARS can also measure the
vibrational mode lifetimes and hence distinguish between
molecules with different decoherence times.

4. By tuning the pump and Stokes pulses, one can excite
specific modes of interest, which again can help distinguish-
ing between different molecules.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated a real-time measurement of Raman
spectrum of whole blood using a hybrid CARS technique,
which combines the benefits of temporal and spectral CARS
and provides strong enhancement over spontaneous Raman
and traditional CARS measurements. We have clearly identi-
fied, in milliseconds, all the Raman lines associated with the
red blood cells from picoliters of oxygenated blood. The co-
herent enhancement demonstrated here makes CARS suitable
for real-time monitoring of blood: the same vibrational spec-
trum that otherwise �using spontaneous Raman� would take
minutes, it can now be obtained in milliseconds.
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